In the present paper, I present a shorter proof by generalizing the main results of Sayyed et al. by replacing the containment condition in the context of metric space.
Introduction
Aamri et al. [1] introduced the concept of property (E.A.) which was perhaps inspired by the condition of compatibility introduced by Jungck [11] and further Imdad et al. [10] extended this result. Babu et al. [7, 8, 9] proved common fixed point theorem for occasionally weakly compatible maps satisfying property (E.A.) using an inequality involving quadratic terms. Aliouche [4] proved a common fixed point theorem of Gregus type weakly compatible mappings satisfying generalized contractive conditions. 248 DURDANA LATEEF Abbas [2] established a common fixed point for Lipschitzian mapping satisfying rational contractive conditions. Murty et.al. [15] proved fixed points of nonlinear contraction in metric space.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper (X, d) is a metric space which is denoted by X. Definition 2.1: Jungck and Rhoades [13] . Let A and S be selfmaps of a set X. If Au = Su =  (say),   X, for some u in X, then u is called a coincidence point of A and S and the set of coincidence points of A and S is denoted by C (A, S), and  is called a point of coincidence of A and S. (III) Weakly compatible [12] , if they commute at their coincidence point.
(IV) Occasionally weakly compatible (owc) [3, 5, 6] if ASx SAx  for some  ( , ) x C A S .
Remark 2.4
(I) [12] Every compatible pair is weakly compatible but its converse need not be true. }.
Main results
Using (3.2) and (3.3), we get
Therefore ,, A B S and T have common point of coincidence in X.
In the proposition (2.1) of Babu et al. [9] , we can obtain some more conclusions from his paper.
Therefore our result improves and strengthens proposition (3.1) and subsequent theorems in metric spaces.
Proposition 3.2:
Let A, B, S and T be four self maps of a metric space ( , ) Xd satisfying the inequality (3.1). Suppose that either
S X , the pair ( , ) BT satisfies property (E.A.) and () TX is a closed subspace of X; or
AS satisfies property ( . ) EA and () SX is a closed subspace of X holds.
Then the pair ( , ) AS and ( , ) BT satisfies the common property (E.A), also both the pairs ( , ) AS and ( , ) BT have common point of coincidence in X.
I have shortened the proof of theorem 2.2 of [9] by relaxing many lines: 
